Abstract Introduction
Fractal is defined by B. Mandelbrot is a shape made of parts similar to the whole in some way in the 1960's. Fractals can be classified in numerous manners, of which one stands out rather distinctly, exact (regular) fractals versus statistical (random) fractals. An exact fractal is an object which appears self-similar under varying degrees of magnification in effect, possessing symmetry across scale with each small part replicating the structure of the whole. Statistical fractals have been observed in many physical systems, ranging from material structures (polymers, aggregation, interfaces, etc.) to biology, medicine, electric circuits, computer interconnects, galactic clusters, and many other surprising areas, including stock market price fluctuations (Addison, 1997) .
Fractal is a geometric object that possesses the two properties: self-similar and non-integer dimensions. So a fractal is an object or quantity which displays self-similarity. E-mail: bjsir07@gmail.com *Corresponding author. E-mail: jahurul93@gmail.com, mshahidul11@yahoo.com BCSIR
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